STATE AGENCIES

ADJUTANT GENERAL
1 NATIONAL GUARD ROAD
COLUMBIA SC 29201
IMS

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
MARGARET SANDERS
EDGAR BROWN BLDG SUITE 207
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
TIMIKA BEAVER
1200 SENATE ST WADE HAMPTON BLDG
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

ALCOHOL & OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
JENNIFER PERRY
101 BUSINESS PARK BLVD SUITE 1100
COLUMBIA SC29203
IMS

ARCHIVES & HISTORY DEPARTMENT
VIRGINIA GOODMAN
8301 PARKLANE ROAD
COLUMBIA SC29223
IMS

ARTS COMMISSION
LINDA CAMPBELL
1800 GERVAIS STREET
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE SC
TAMMIE WILSON
1000 ASSEMBLY STREET DENNIS BLDG
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB AUDITORS OFFICE
R KENNETH HARRILL
1401 MAIN STREET SUITE 1200
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB CONFEDERATE RELIC ROOM & MUSEUM
SHIRLEY SCHOONOVER
301 GERVAIS STREET
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB DIVISION OF STATE INFORMATION TECH
ANDY FULLER
4430 BROAD RIVER ROAD
COLUMBIA SC29210
IMS

B&CB ECONOMIC ADVISORS
DEBBIE GLENN
1000 ASSEMBLY ST DENNIS BLDG STE 442
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB FINANCIAL DATA SYSTEMS
RICK DUNN
BASEMENT-WADE HAMPTON BLDG
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ROBIN NABORS
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 730
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
PEGGY WINFREY
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 800
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE HUMAN RESOURCES
PATSY POWELL
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 1000
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE INTERNAL AUDIT & PERF REVIEW
PATRICIA GILMORE
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 700
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE OF INTERNAL OPERATIONS
BOB DAVIS
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 720
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

B&CB OFFICE OF MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
DAVID STOOKSBURY
1201 MAIN STREET SUITE 600
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS
JUVENILE JUSTICE
STEVE PULLIE
220 CENTERVIEW DRIVE SUITE 220
COLUMBIA SC29210
IMS

LAW ENFORCEMENT DIV
MIKE SMITH
4400 BROAD RIVER ROAD
COLUMBIA SC29202
IMS

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL
SUSAN S LONG
1331 ELMWOOD AVENUE SUITE 315
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
KIM HAGEN
1000 ASSEMBLY STREET ROOM 434
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
BETTY HATCHELL PURCHASING AGENT
1105 PENDLETON ST 112 BLATT BUILDING
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

LIBRARY SC STATE
HAYWARD C SEYMORE CPPB
1500 SENATE STREET
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

LLR LABOR LICENSING & REGULATIONS
PARKER BOULWARE
110 CENTERVIEW DRIVE SUITE 304
COLUMBIA SC29210
IMS

LT GOVERNORS OFFICE
ELLEN NOBLES
STATE HOUSE
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

MENTAL HEALTH DEPT-COLUMBIA AREA CTR
GARY SMITH
1611 DEVONSHIRE DRIVE
COLUMBIA SC29204

MENTAL HEALTH SC DEPT OF
JANET WATKINS
2414 BULL STREET
COLUMBIA SC29202

MINORITY AFFAIRS STATE COMMISSION
LEE O MCKINNON
2611 FOREST DRIVE SUITE 203
COLUMBIA SC29204

MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION
TRISH BALKE
955 PARK STREET ROOM 115
COLUMBIA SC29201

MUSEUM COMM OF SC
JIM STILES
301 GEARVAIS STREET
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

NATURAL RESOURCES
1000 ASSEMBLY STREET
COLUMBIA SC29202
IMS

OLD EXCHANGE BUILDING COMM
FRANCES MCCARTHY
122 EAST BAY STREET
CHARLESTON SC29401

OMBUDSMAN State of SC STEVE ROBARE
1205 PENDLETON STREET ROOM 308
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

PARKS RECREATION & TOURISM
1205 PENDLETON STREET SUITE 517
COLUMBIA SC29201
IMS

PATRIOTS POINT DEV AUTHORITY
JUDITH MCCLINTON
40 PATRIOTS POINT ROAD
MT PLEASANT SC29464
IMS

PORTS AUTHORITY OF SC
LESLIE MARK
P O BOX 22287
CHARLESTON SC29413

PROBATION PAROLE & PARDON SERVICES
JUDY KENNERLY
2221 DEVINE STREET
COLUMBIA SC29205
IMS
TREASURERS OFFICE SC STATE
DAMON HIGHTOWER
WADE HAMPTON BLDG RM 110 CAPITOL COMPLEX
COLUMBIA SC 29201
IMS

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION DEPT
W.M. CORDER, CATHY LUCAS
1410 BOSTON AVENUE
W COLUMBIA SC 29171
IMS

WORKERS COMPENSATION COMM
1612 MARION STREET
COLUMBIA SC 29202
IMS

YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE
LEAH SMITH
452 S ANDERSON ROAD
ROCK HILL SC 29730
IMS